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A graph G is rehact igti if any retract of itself is isomorphic to G. The Cartesian product 
G x H of graphs G and H is the graph with vertex set V(G) x V(H) and edges ((u, 6), (c, d)) 
whenever either (a, c) E E(G) and 6 = d, or a = c and (b, d) E E(H). Our principal results 
support he view that a graph G plentiful in odd cycles, especially triangles, produces retrzzct 
rigid Cartesian products G x H. 
This article is inspired by two problems. 
The first is the general problem to characteeze the retracts of a graph. In this 
respect we continue the course set in [3-S] and [6-g]. For a graph G let V(G) 
denote its vertex set and E(G) c_ V(G) x V(G) its edge set. In the main all 
graphs that we encounter here are undirected. A graph H is a retract of the graph 
G if there are edge-preserving maps, fof V(H) to V(G), and g of V(G) to V(H), 
satisfying  of(u) = 21 for each v E v(G). 
The second is the particular problca> to characterize the graphs orientable as the 
diagram of an ordered set. In this respect we follow [2] and [ 11. The graphical 
representation scheme in common use in the theory of ordered sets is the 
“diagram”. Besides the orientation of its edges, the “diagram” consists of an 
undirected graph called the covering graph which, for an ordered set (P, s), has 
as its vertex set the elements of P., and a pair (a, b) of elements of P IS an edge if 
h covers a (that is, Q <b and, if a <c s b, then c = b). It is a longstanding 
unsolved problem to characterize the graphs which are covering graphs. 
Recently, Duffus and Rival [2] (cf. Bandelt [l]) discovered that the covering 
graphs of finite distributive isattices are essentially the graphs which are retracts of 
hypercubes. An n-dimensional hypercube is the covering graph of the ordered set 
of all subsets of an n-element set. Another, more suggestive description of a 
hypercube is as a “Cartesian power” of the graph &-two vertices joined by a 
single edge. Thus, covering graphs of finite distributive lattices are the rctraets of 
Cartesian powers of the two-vertex path. 
The Cartesian pmdwt G x H of graphs G and H is the graph with vertex set 
V(G) x V(H) and edges ((a, b), (c, d)) whenever either (a, C) E E(G) and b = 4 
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or (b, d) E E(H) and a = C. As far as the diagram of an ordered set is concerned 
the point is that the covering graph of the usual (relational) direct product P X Q 
of ordered sets P and Q is the Cartesian product of the covering graphs of P and 
Q. me covering graphs of finite distributive lattices can be constructed using 
retract- and Cartesian product operations. We are in this way nardrally led along 
the trail of ordered sets whose covering graphs can be constructed using retracts 
and Cartesian products of other simple covering graphs-as for example, odd 
cycles. This article is intended to report on one aspect of this ongoing study. 
Loosely speaking our earliest observations uggest hat Cartesian products have 
few retracts. 
One concrete approach is shut out by this observation. There is no nontrivial 
graph G such that, for any graph H, if R is a retract of G X H then there are 
retracts S of G and T of H such that R = S x T. For instance if G were such a 
graph with vertices {ul, v2, . . . , v,} say, and H = K,,, the complete graph on n 
vertices, then {vl} x H is a retract of G x H although (vl} is not a retract of G 
unless G is totally disconnected. 
A graph G is called a re+&ztie graph if it includes among its edges all loops, 
that is, for each a E V(G), (a, a) E E(G). Naturally, to each graph G we may 
associate its reflexive graph G-just add a loop to each vertex. For retracts the 
importance of reflexive graphs is largely technical since, for reflexive graphs G 
and H, if f is an edge-preserving map of V(H) to V(G), then f need not be 
one-to-one. In particular, if (a, b) E E(H), then it is possible for f to “identify” a 
and b in G by assigning the edge (a, b) t- m 1 u u _oop of G. In this way, for example a 
reflexive graph has “singleton” retracts. For arbitrary graphs 6 and H we say that 
H is a reflexive retract of G if fi is a retract of G. It is easy to see that if S is a 
subgraph of G, T a subgraph of H, and g is a retraction of G x H to S x T which 
is the identity map on S x T, then S is a reflexive retract of G. Fix a vertex b of T. 
Then the composition 3tsog of g with the projection zs of S x T to S induces a 
retraction of G x {b) = G to S for, jts o&a, b) = ns(a, b) = a, whenever a E 
V(S)= 
In view of the example above a more plausible approach is this. Characterize 
the connected graphs G such that, for all connected graphs H, if R is a retract of 
G x H, then R = S x T, where S is a retract of G or H. 
IIell and Farber gave an example indicating the necessity of the “connectivity” 
hypothesis of the conjecture. Let A = Cs, the “five-cycle”, let B be a “minimal” 
five-Ghromatic graph with girth seven, let C be a minimal seven-chromatic graph 
with girth five, !et G be the disjoint union of -A and B, a6d let H be the disjoint 
union of A and C. None of the components A x C, B x A, and B x C has any 
proper retracts at all, although {a} x A is a retract of A x A, for some a E V(A). 
“Skew” retracts in a Cartesian. product may turn up, especially when there are 
many four-cycles, as for example in a hypercube “. In fact, originally we thought 
that the phenomenon of “skew” retracts would not occur at all among 
three-chromatic graphs. It does. For instance, the subgraph of G x K (see Fig. 
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{a, b,c, d) x (0) U {c, 4 e, f) x { 1) U {i} x {&I) 
is a retract of G X K2 and it is not decomposable in a nontrivial way as a 
Cartesian product. In Fig. l(b) is illustrated a “retract-rigid” graph G and yet 
(a, b, c, d, e, f, g} x {O,l} is a retract of G X &. A graph G is retract-rigid if any 
retract is itself isomorphic to G. 
Our results support the view that either the absence of four-cycles or the 
presence of constraints which “force” four-cycles lead to retract rigid Cartesian 
products. Even if only one factor of the product has “restraints” on its four-cycles 
these restraints have an effect om the form of the retracts of the product. Call a 
connected graph G, with IV(G)1 3 3, weakly-triangulated if each edge of G is in a 
triangle; call G strongly-triangulated if every pair of vertices are joined by a 
sequence of triangles with consecutive ones sharing an edge (cf. Fig. 2). 
IIere are our results: All of the hypotheses of these theorems involve 
conditions about triangles and four-cycles. The first three results concern 
weakly-triangulated and strongly-triangulated graphs. Cartesian products may 
contain four-cycles and skew retracts may arise. For “triangulated” graphs such 
skew retracts do not occur and so the results in this case are not difficult to prove. 
The last two however involve four-cycles and this leaves open the possibility of 
skew retracts. The proofs for them are much longer. 
Theolpem 1. Let G be a strongly-triangulated, finite graph and let H be a finite, 
connected graph. If R is a retract of G x H, then R = S x T, where either S is a 
retract of G, or IV(S)1 = 1 and T is a retract of H. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a finite, conti’xted, weakly-triangulated graph and let H be a 
finite, connected, triangle-free graph. If R is a retract of G x H, then R = S x T, 
where S is a retract of G and T is a subgraph of H. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a finite, connected, weakly-triangulated graph and let H be a 
finite, connected grapi’l. If R is a retract of G x H, then R = S x T, where S and T 
are subgraphs of G and H respectively. 
Theorem 4. Let G and H be finite, connected graph3 nnd R a retract of G x H. If 
G contains no subgraph isomorphic to a four-cycle, then there are subgraphs S of 
G, T of H such that S x T is a retract of R, and either T is a retract of H, or S & an 
edge, a cycle, or a strongly-triangulated graph. 
Theorem 5. Let GI, Gz,. . . p 63, be finite, 
contain any four-cycles. If R is a retract of nn 
connected, graphs none of which 
i=l Gip then there ti a retract R’ of R 
such that 19’ = E=, Si and for some i, Si is a retract of Gim 













In Theorem 4 the graph G may contain a subgraph isomorphic to a four-cycle 
with a chord. In Theorem 5, even four-cycles with either or both diagonals are 
forbidden. The conditions of Theorem 5 also preclude any of the graphs from 
being Cartesian products of smaller graphs. In fact the theorem is false if one of 
the graphs is a Cartesian product as can be seen in Fig. 3. 
A specific and still open conjecture is this. Let G1, G2, . . . , G, be finite, 
Cartesian product nondecomposable graphs and let R be a retract of mzl Gi* 
Then ther$ is a retract S of R such that S = nE=, Si where for some i, Si is a retract 
Of Gi* 
Let G and RI be graphs. Let R be a retract of G x H. We may suppose that R is 
a subgraph of G x H. Let g be an edge-preserving map of V(G x 
such that &z) = a for each a E V(R), that is, g is a “retraction” of G x H to R. 
For x E V(H) let Rx = (G x {x)) n R and I@, = nGRr. Also note 
edge-preserving it follows that R is an isometric subgraph of G x 
that for all a, b E V(R), dR(a, 6) = dGxH(a, b). A fact we use often without 
explicit m on is the following. If (a, X) and @, y), x # y, are in R and 
teV(Gx is adjacent o both vertkes then g(t) = (a, y) or (6, x). 
This lemma is easy to verify. 
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Lmma 6. Let G and H be finite, connected graphs and let g be a J*etraction map 
from G x H 50 R. If Rx is not empty then Rx is isometric. 
bt G and H be finite, connected graphs and S a connected subgraph of G. s 
tramfers in H if, for every retract R of G x H, S X {x} s R and (a, y?j E R, for 
some x, y E V(H) and a E V(G), imply that S x {y} G R. 
It is easy to check that any triangle of G transfers. Let K = {a, b, c} be a 
triangle in G. Let K x {x) and (a, y) belong to the retract R of G x H, where x is 
adjacent o y in H. Hence (Q, x) is adjacent o (a, y), (b, x) to (b, y j and (c, x j to 
[c, y) in G x H. Consider the image of (b, y) under the retraction map. It must 
be adjacent o both (a, y) and (b, x), i.e., it must be mapped to itself. Similarly, 
(c, y) is also fixed by the retraction map. 
This is In@ s 4%.\V * *Aan c,nccesSzik~ trW WI 1WU”+UXt. U*..SP%*=%- IAUWGVSI, ‘K? have the foiBowing 
Lemma 7. Let G and H be finite, connected graphs and let R be a retract of 
G x H. If every four-cycle of G transfers in H then every cycle of G tramfers in 2. 
As R is a connected subgraph of G x H it is enough to treat just adjacent 
vertices of H. Suppose on the contrary that -..- CnmP cyc!e 5, with (since triangles 
transfer) IV(C)1 > 4, of G does not transfer in R. Let x’ and y be adjacent in H 
such that C X (x} s R, but C x {y} is not contained in R, 2nd let a E V(G) 
satisfy (a, y) E R. Let us suppose that the distance between a and (any vertex of) 
C is as smaC as pos&yZ. Lci V(Cj = {Q, c?, . . . , Cn} With successive Ci’S adjacent 
and co adjacent o cn. 
Suppose 0 E V(C). Since R is isometric and C is a smallest sized cycle we mall 
suppose that 
(Cx{Y})nR={co,c,,...,c,)x~y}, (1) 
for some O<k<n - 1. It follows that g(ck+& =(c&. If &,Y)=(c~+x) 
for each i = k + 1. k + 2, . . . , II, then c~-~ is adjacent to C, and co. my 
hypothesis, this triamgle (c,+ ) c, F CC) transfers in H and that contradicts (1). Let 
ci be the vertex of C cf least index such that g(c,, y) # (ci+, J). Then i > k + 1. 
NOW g(ci, y) = (b, X) and then {ci-2, ci-1, c!, b} is a four-cycle which transfers in 
H and that again contradicts (1). 
Suppose Q $ V(C). Then there is a shortest path P in R joining (a, y) to a 
vertex in C X {x}. The projection of P onto G is also a shortest path 
P~=={aO==a,aL,..., am} from Q to C. Therefore, the (shortest) distance from 
(a, y) to C X {x} is m + 1 and P = (PG x {x}) U ((a, y)}. We may relabel C so 
that a, = co, and for convenience we relabel C = {co = a,, cl = a,+l, c2 = 
a m+2, = l l ? c, = am+n }. It follows that g(al, y) = (ao, x). Let ai, for i > 1, be the 
vertex of least index such that &a,, y) # (ai-1, x), if one exists. Since g(ai, y) is 
adjacent to (ai, X) and to (ai-2, x), then g(ai, y) = (6, X) for some & E V(G). 
Then (6, ai-2, ai-1, ai} is a four-cycle which transfers in H, again contradicting 
the choice of a. Therefore, for all i > 0, g(ai, y) = (ai-1, x). Finally, g(anr+n, y) = 
( a m+n-19 x) which is adjacent to &a,, y) = ~a,=+ x). Then 
{ a Q am+n.t am+4 m-19 m9 is a four-cycle which, by hypothesis, transfers in H 
r~ntrd;&nm 4-h T ~-rrrYIkwsaal~ CalG choice of a and C. This completes the proof. Cl 
The proof of the first three theorems only rely on these two lemmas. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a strongly-triangulated graph, let H be a 
connected graph and let R be a retract of G x H. 
Since triangles transfer in H and G is strongly-triangulated then the four-cycles 
must also transfer in H and therefore by Lemma 7 all cycles of G transfer in H. 
If R = (a} x T for a subgraph of M, then T is a retract of H. Let us suppose 
then that IV(RJ 32 for some x E V(H). 
We claim that RX is w retract of G x {n). To see this let g Ire the retraction map 
of G x H to R and define a map g, of V(G x {x}) to V(R,) by gX(a, x) = g(a, x). 
To show that g, is a retraction map it is enough to show that g, is well-defined. 
Now, as R is isometric in G x H and IV(R,)I 2 2, R, must contain two adjacent 
vertices. These two vertices are contained in a triangle in G x (x) so there is a 
triangle {a, h, c} x {x) c R,. Let (d, x) be any vertex in G x {x). Then there is a 
sequence To, T,, . . . , T, of triangles such that a, b E 2’& d E T,, and lV( T) n 
wi+dl =2foreachi=O,i,...,n -a 1. As two vertices of & x {x} are mapped 
by g into RX it follows that 
&To x {x)) = Rx, 
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and, by induction, that 
whence g(d, X) E RX. This means that g, is well-defined and that it is a retraction 
map. 
It follows too that Rx is strongly-triangulated and that for all y E V(H) 
satisfying R,, # 8, R,, = Rx. This, in turn implies that R = S x T, where S = x&Rx) 
is a retract of G. Q 
Proof of ‘I’heoreann 2. Let G be a weakly-triangulated graph, let H be a 
triangle-free graph and let R be a retract of G x H. As every vertex of G lies in a 
triangle and H has no triangles at all, it follows that if R, # 8, then every vertex of 
Rx lies in a triangle contAred in Rx. Since triangles transfer in H we have that 
Rx = R,, for all X, y E V(H) with V(R,) # $ + V(R,J. Therefore, R = S x T, where 
S is a subgraph ofG and T is a subgraph of H. 
It remains to show that S is a retract of 6. Suppose V(41,) #fl. Then Rx 
contains a triangle TO x {x}. Let (d, X) be any other vertex of G x {x}. Now the 
retraction map takes any triangle T x {x} to some triangle of the form T x {y}. 
Let P=(ao,al,...,an = d} be any path from G to d, with a0 E V(G). She 
(ao, x) E Rx it follows that any triangle containing {do, aI} x {x} is mapped into 
Rx. By induction the retraction map assigns (d, x) to an element in Rx and so, Rx 
is a retract of G x {x}. Then S is a retract of G. Cl 
hoof of TheoFern 3. Let g be a retraction map of G x H to R. 
Suppose, for any x E V(H), nx 1% contains an edge ((a, x), (6, x)), say. Then, 
since G is weakly-triangulated here is c E V(G) such that {a, b, c} x {x} is a 
triangle in G x {x}. It follows that g(c, X) = (d, x), for some vertex d adjacent to 
a and b in G. Therefore, Rx contains atriangle and it transfers in H. In patii~tihi, 
a and 6 both transfer in H. 
Now R and Rx are connected. Therefore, for each c E V(G) such that 
(c, X) E Rx, c transfers in H too and so it follows that R = n,(R) x JC~(R) 0 
The next two lemmas are needed to prove Theorems 4and 5. In effect, under 
the hpotheses of the theorems, if K is a two-connected subgraph of G and 
K x {x} is in a retract of G x H, then either K x {y} is mapped into K x {z} for 
some t, or else G satisfies certain fairly strong conditions. 
. If q-R contains a cycle, then for some x E H, Rx contains a cycle. 
Suppose not. Let n be the cardinality of the smallest sized cycle in QR 
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and let C be such a cycle. Any such cycle is isometric in G. If Q, b E C are 
adjacent and (a, n), (b, y) E R, then the image of a shortest path from (a, X) to 
(b, y) is again a shortest path, hence for some z E H, (a, z), (6, z) ER. 
Therefore, there exists a subset T of H such that E(C) E U,,TE(Rx). Let M be 
the collection of such subsets which are also irredundant, i.e., T E M if there is 
some cycle C in nGR such tkt !Cf = a, E(C) G UXETRx but this does not hold for 
any proper subset of T. 
Let C = {aO, aI,. . . , a,& b e a minimum sized cycle in G and T E A4 such that 
E(C) G UxET E(iS,). If ai, aj E C and (ai, X), (aj, X) E R for some X E T, then by 
the isometry of R either {Ui, Ui+l, . . . , Uj} i( {x} s R, or (aj, aj+l, . . . , a,-} X 
{x} G R (the subscripts are taken cyclically). It follows from the irredundance of 
T that T may be labelled (~1, ~2, . . . , x,) such that C f7 Rxi = (ai,, ai,+l, . . . , ai,} 
and ai2,ai+l, ERzi fl &+, but ai, $ Rzit ai+12 $ Rx,. 
Given C, T E M, /TI = t9 such that E(C) G lJzeTE(Rx) and this labelling of T 
with respect o C, Eet 
ITI- 
e(C, T) = z d(Xi, Xi+l) + d(x,, ~1) and e = min e(C, T). 
i=l 
Let C= {SO, az, . . . , a,+} and T = {x0, xl, . . . , x+~} be subsets which minimize 
e(C, T). Note that given Xi and Xi+1 in T then there exists a shortest path e 
joining them where {ai+ll, a(i+l),+l, . . . , a#,} x {y} c R for all y E e. Since 
( a i+llp Xi), (ai+l,p Xi+l) E R there is d shortest path P = (x, =yo, ~1, . . . , ym =xi+l} 
such that (ai+l, P)ER" Now r(Qci+l)l+l, P)=(~ti+l),+l, Q), Q={&: 21, . . . . z,} 
but (a(i+l),, yj)must be adjacent to (a(i+l)l+l, zj), i.e., yj = zj. Proceed by 
induction on j, (i + 1)1 s j s i2. I 
In T, if YE&W& i<j and y#Xi+l or i=l, j=t-1 and y#xI then R,, 
contains Cati+:),, Q*;+I)~+I, l l l 9 a,,} and {a(j+~~~r a(j+l)l+l, . . . , aj} therefore it 
also contains {a,, tdici2+l, . c. , Uj+f,) or it contains {aj,, aj2+l, . . . . ai+l,}. If the 
former nolds put V = (T - {xi+!, xi+2, . . . 9 xi}) U {y} else put V =(T - 
{ Xj+l, Xj+2* l l 9 t Xi)) U { y )m In either case e(C, V) c e(C, T) contrary to the 
choice of C and T+ 33csefore P: R I$i is nonempty just if i + 1 = j and 8 n fi+, = 
(Xi+*} or else i = 1, j = t - 1 and Pl n pI_1 = {x,}. 
Now (lJizl &) U T is a cycle that it is an isometric cycle. Part D = (Uicl e) U 
T = {ye yl, . . . 9 yp}. If D is not isometric, then there exists yip yj, i <j, such that 
d(yi, 8) < min{ j - i, p + 1 -t i - j} and let these be the two closest such vertices. 
NOW R,+ contains Ci = {ak,, Q&,+~, . . . , u~~-~)~} and iRyi contains Ci= 
( al,, al,+l, . . . p atl-l),} and k #I (skce if k = I, then yi and yj are on a shortest 
path from Xk to X k+& Let P E R be a shortest path from (Ci, Yi) to (Cj, Yj) such 
that IP n (Ci, yi)J = 1 = (P fI (Cj, yj)l. Note that l(nHP) = d(yi, yj). Put V = (T - 
(xk, Xk+l, l l . , x~_~})(&.,P and U = (T - {xi, x~+~, . . . , &_l}) U ZIP= It follows 
that UM R, or UxcuRx contains a cycle C’ (of size n). Let V’ and U’ be 
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irredundant subsets of V and U respectively. Then in the former case 
e(C', V’) s d(yi, yj) + d(yj, XI) + d(cxk-l, Yi) + ‘gd(X,, ++I) 
q=l 
Similarly, if the latter case holds we obtain that e(C’, U’) < e(C, T). Both results 
contradict he choice of C and T. 
Relabel so that D = {yO, yl, . . . , yp), C = {aO, al, . o m 9 a& and a0 E I?,,,,, 
al E & but a& &,,. Recall that both C x D and R are isometric in G x H 
therefore a0 $ RYi for I - z G l s i(p + I). Let j be the least index such that there is a 
ak E &, , k 3 $(n + 1). If j 3 i(p + l), then consider the path i 
p= ((clO* Yo), (a0, YA l l l 9 (a09 Yj), (%-I, Y’), (%-29 Yj), l l 0 P (ak, Yj)}* 
Not@ that ?<P) = d!(a()# Y(J), (ak, yj)) = n - k + j. Since r(ao, yI) = (aI, yO) the 
length of the image of P must be- no shorter than 1 plus the distance from (a,, y@) 
to (ak, yj). kt Q be a shortest path in (C X D) n R from (aI, yo) to (ak$ yj). .If 
~GHQ contains {YO, ~1, . .. , yj}, then, by the minimality of j, it follows that zGQ 
must include .{aI, a2, . . . , 
contains either {aI, a2, 
@k}. If xHQ Contains {yo, &,, &I, . . . , Yj} then zG.Q 
. . . , ak} or {al, ao, a,+, . . . , &}- That is n -k + j3 
l+min{k-1 +j, k-l+p+2-j, n-k+l+j}. But this is impossible since 
n - k,< k and, j sp + 1 -j. Consequently, j ‘3 &” + lj. iet i be the maximum 
index such that ai E &._r,n &,j. Note that by the choice of j it follows that 
i < &r + 1). Consider the path 
P z [(ai-' &)9 (f49 &+I!? l l l 9 (% Y& (R-_l, hj, (ai- Yo), l l i F (a09 Yojl* 
The leigth of ‘P is p + P - j + i. If a; E I&;. l c q then 4 < $(n + 1) ‘and therefore 
u &, I > j contains aq, q > j(n +I) and ‘by the choice of D (i.e., T) &,, cannot 
contain allof Cl Therefore the image of P has itingth at least the minimum of i + j 
atid fi=tl-i+@+l-;j. ‘But p+l-j+i&i’+j implies that &1+1)aj and 
p + I’- j +-i 3 n + 1 - i + p + 1’0 j implies that i 2 $(n + I). Both are contradic- 
tions and this completes the proof. 0 - 
., . : 
Let G and H be finite, connected grap’hs and .R a’ retract of G x H and 
suppose that, all cycles, transfer in H. Then there are subgraphs S of G and T of H 
such that S x T isa retract of R. ‘Moreover, if G contains no induced subgraph 
biomorphic to a fourxycle, then either T is a retract of H or else ‘there is ‘an 
edge-preserving map f from S to S such that d&a, f(a)) = 1, for aZ a E S. 
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Proof. Let I be the retraction map of G x H to R. Put T = {x E H 1 RX # 0) and 
S’ = n (I& 1 x E T}. Let S be the largest subset of S’ in which every vertex of S 
lies on a cycle or on a path joining two cycles, i.e., S is obtained from S’ by 
successively *‘dismantling” vertices cf degree 1. Note that S is connected (if it 
exists) and that since cycles transfer, & - S is a forest for each x E T. The lemma 
is proved by a series of claims. 
claim 1. If S is nonempty, then S x T is a retract of R. 
Proof. For all a E S choose an a’ E S, a’ adjacent to Q. If 6 E RX - S, then since 
cycles of G transfer in H there is a unique a ES and a unique path in 
(RX - S) U {a} from a to b. Moreover any path in RX from 6 to any vertex of S 
must include a. Iherefore, if a E S the connected component of (RX - S) n {a} is 
a tree. Let T(a, X) denote this tree. Again, since cycles transfer in H, every 
vertex of RX - S belongs to exactly one such tree. 
Let s be a map from R to S x T defined by 
s(b, x) = (a, x), b E T(a, x), d(b, a) is even, 
(a’, x), E E T(a, x), d(b, a) is odd. 
We claim that s is a retraction map. Clearly ~(a, x) = (a, x) if a* E S and x E T. It 
remains to show that s is edge-preserving. If (6, x) is adjacent to (c, x), 6 E S, 
then {s(b, x), s(c, x)} = {a, x); (a’, x)> and s(b, x) is adjacent to s(c, x). (If both 
b, c E S, then trivially s(b, x) is adjacent to s(c, x).) . 
If (c, X) is adjacent to (c, y) and c E S then we are done. Sujppose therefore that 
c ES and moreover that c E T(a, x) and c E T(b, y).. Let PI = {aO= 
a, aI, . . . f cs, = c} and P2 = {ba = b, bl, . . . . , b, = c} be the paths from a to c and 
b to c in T(a, x) and T(6, y), respectively. Letai be the vertex of least index in PI 
which is also in P2, i.e., ai = bjm Note that since Pi and P2 me shortest paths, then 
bk $ Pi, k < j. “Without loss of generality we may assume that i’ h’j. If (ai-1, y) E R 
+I_;= - L11w11, Em-ce ’ d(ai-1, S) < i, it follows. that there is a path P3, P3 # Pa from Ui-1 to 
some d ES such that &c R,. But then this would imply that’ ai E T(ti, y) and 
Qi E T(d, y). Previous considerations have shown that 6 ==‘d but then P2 U P3 
contains a cycle, i.e.; T(b; y) is not a tree. Therefore (ai- y) $‘R and SO 
r(Ui-1, y) is adjacent o (ai-1, X) and (ai, y) i.e. t(CLi-1, y) = (ai, x). ‘I’herefore 
r(P,, y) is not contained in G x {y } so r(Pl, y ) is longer than F1, which 
contradicts Lemma 6. 
Consequently, if (c, x) is adjacent o (c, y), c Q S then c E T(a, x) and c E 
T(a, y) and s(c, x) is adjacent to z$c, y). B 
aim Z Suppose that for all x E T, RX is a tree, and l&l > 1 for some y. ‘I’hen 
there exists S = (a, b}, a adjacent to b, and T’ c T such that S x T’ is a retract of 
R. 
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Proof. Let R,, be a tree with at least one edge (a, b). Let s be a map from R to R 
defined by 
s(c, X) = 
r(b, x), if dG(a, c) is odd, 
r@,x)* if dG(a, cl is even. 
mis map is edge-preserving for i9: (c, X) and (c, y) are adjacent then so are their 
images. If (c, X) and (d, x) are adjacent and dG(a, c) and dG(a, d) are of diRerent 
parity then their images are adjacent. If d&a, c) and d&a, d) are of the same 
parity then, in R there would be shortest paths P and Q joining (a, y) to (c, X) 
and (a, y) to (d; x) respectively. Wowever, then nGP U nGQ U {c, d} would 
contain a cycle and by Lemma 8 there would exist some x E H such that Rx 
contains a cycle, contrary to assumption. 
Put nHR = A cd B, where x E A if (a, X) or (b, X) E R otherwise x E B. Choose 
x E B such that d&, A) is at a maximum and let z EA be such that 
d&x, A) = d&, z). Now consider $a, x) = (d, w). If d = a then &(w, A) = 0. If 
d +a, then dGXH((d, w), (a, z)) < dGXH((a, x), (a, z)) and hence dH(w, A) s 
dH(w, r: j < dH(x, z) = dH(x, A). Consequently, if B is nonempty, then s(R) is 
strictly contained in R. Iterate s and put n&‘(R) = A U B,. B,, is stktly 
contained in Bn_l unless I$, = 9). Therefore since G x H is finite there is sol.ne m 
so that s” = sm+l and xGsm(R) = (a, b}. Note that s”(R) is a retract of R. 
Let U = sm(R) and U’ be the largest subset of U of the form U’ = {a, b) x T’ 
for some T’ in K. Define g a-map from U to U by 
(b, y), 
‘(” ‘) = ((a x E T’ and sm(b, x) = (b, y), 9 x), otherwise, 
(a, y), 
g(b’ x, = I@, x), 
x E T’ and sm(a, x) = (a, y), 
otherwise. 
Note that g Iv0 = idup. This map is edge-preserving for if (a, x) and (a, y) are 
adjacent and both in U’, then both are fixed by g. If (a, x) E U’ and 
(a, y) E U - U’, then (b, x) E U’ and (b, y) E R and therefore r(b, y) = (a, x) and 
g(a, y) = (b, x) which is adjacent o (a, x). If {a, x), (a, y) E U - U’, then (b, x), 
(b, y) E U so that sm(b, x) = (a, x’), sm(b, y) = (a, y’) where x’ is adjacent o y’. 
It follows then that g(a, x) = (b , x’) which is adjacent to g(a, y) = (b, y’). 
Similarly it can be shown that g(b, x) is cent to g(b, y) if (b, Xj and (b, y) are 
adjacent. If (a, x) and (b, x) are adjacen en both belong to U’ and are fixed by 
U’. 
Put g”(W) = U’ IJ &. Let x E jc,B% and z E nJJ’ be chosen so that d(x, q#) 
is maximized and zJ(x, z) = d(x, n&J’). We may suppose that (a, x) E U, then 
g(a, x) = (b, y). But then d(y, nHUf) :S d(y, Z) e d(x, Z) = d(x, z~U’). 
Therefore, there exists an integer g such that gj’ = gP+l, i.e., BP = 0, from which 
Ilows that U’ is a retract of U and U’ is of the desired form. 
lRXl s 1 for all x E H then S = {a} and (a, T) is a retract of (a, H) and so T is 
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CMm 3. Suppose G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to a four-cycle; 
then either T is a retract of H or else there is an edge-preserving map f from S to 
S with d&a, f(a)) = 1 for all a E S. 
Proof. Since an edge of any four-cycle is also in a triangle, any four-cycle will 
transfer in H, then, by Lemma 7, all cycles of G will transfer in H. Let t be the 
retraction map s Q r given in the preceding claims. 
If T = H or if S is an edge there is nothing to prove. Suppose therefore that 
H - T # 0 and that S contains acycle. 
Suppose that for some n 2 0 and all x E H, with d&, T) s n we have that 
t(a, X) = (a, z) for some z E T and for all a ES. Let x and y be adjacent with 
n + 1 = d&q T) + 1 = d&, T) and t(S x {x}) = S x {z}. Now for a ES, t(a, y) 
is adjacent to (a, z) so that t(a, y) is either (a, w) for some w adjacent to z, or is 
@, t). If for all a ES, t(a, y) = (b, z), then, since t(n, y) is adjacent o 
t(a, X) = (a, z), a is adjacent to b. But then the map f from S to S defined by 
f(a) = n&a, y) is an edge-preserving map and d(a, f(a)) = 1 for all a E S. 
Therefore we may suppose that there is an a E S such that t(a, y) = (a, t’), 
z’ #z. The vertices t(a, X) = (ti, z) and t(a, y) are adjacent; therefore both 
t(S x {x}) and t(S x {y}) are contained in S x {z} U S x {z’}. Define a map i 
from S x {x, y} to itself by 
i@, X) = (6, x), 
(w(h Y), x;, 
i(b9 ‘)= [&y(b, y).. y), 
if q&b, y) = z, 
if n&, y) = 2’. 
This is a retraction map. Sk& S is an induced subgraph of G it follows that every 
four-cycle of S transfers in {x, y} and, from Lemma 7, that every cycle transfers 
in {x, y}. Since i(a, y) = (a, y) it follows that i(b, y) = (b, y) for all b in a cycle of 
S. If b is not on a cycle, then it is on a unique shortest path between two cycles 
and therefore again i(b, y) = (6, y). That is, for all b E S, t(b, y) = (b, 2’). Let b 
lie in a cycle of S, since n&b, x) = b for all x E H, then the map u from H to T 
defined by U(X) = z&. r) is a retraction map, E 
We are now ready to prove the last two theorems. 
Proof of Theorem 4. From Lemma 9 it follows that there are subsets Sof G and 
T of ,H such that S x T is a retract of R and hence of G x H. Also from that 
lemma we have that either T is a retract of H or there exists an edge-preserving 
map f from S to S with dG(a, f (a)) = Y for all a E S. We may suppose therefore 
that T AI; not a retract of H and that S is not an edge or a cycle. In this case, let k 
and i br: the least indices uch that f”“(S) =f’(S). Let U =f’(S) and g =f’. The 
map h ‘i.rom S x T to U x T defined by h(a, x) = (g(a), x) is a retraction map. It 
remains to show that U is strongly-triangulated. 
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Let a, 6 E U be adjacent vertices. If g(a) = b, then let P = 
{a, g(a), g*(a), . . . , g”(a)], where g”+‘(a) = a. (If g(b) = a, then relabel a and 
b.) Since U is connected there exists some x E U - P and x is adjacent o &(a) for 
some j but then g’(x) is adjacent to g’“(a). Relabel so that x is adjacent to a, 
then the induced subgraph {a, b, x, g(x)} is isomorphic to one of the graphs in 
Fig. 4(a), where at least one of the broken lines represents an edge. If g(a) # b 
and g(b) +a, then g(a) is adjacent o g(b) and {a, b, g(a), g(b)} is isomorphic to 
one of the grap& given in Fig. 4(a). Let a, b, c be a path of length 2, i.e., a is not 
adjacent o c. If g(a) = b and g(b) = c, then, with the previously found vertex X, 
the induced subgraph {x, g(x), g*(x), a, b, c} is isomorphic to one the graphs 
indicated in Fig. 4(b), where in each of the “squares” at least one of the broken 
lines represents an edge. (Again, if g(c) = b and g(6) = a, then relabel.) If 
g(a) = b but g(b) #c (again relabelling if necessary), then 
{a, 69 c, x2 &!g*(~), g(b), g(c)) is isomorphic to cne indicated in Fig. 4(c), 
where in each “square” at least one of the broken lines represents an edge. If 
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g(a) # b and g(b) # c then the situation is given in Fig. La(d), again where at least 
one broken line in each “square” represents an edge. 
In all cases ihere is a sequence of triangles & from a to c each having an edge 
in common with the preceding triangle, the first containing the edge ((P, b) and 
the last the edge (6, c). Therefore, ti x and y are two vertices of U and 
P={xo=x,x1,. . . ,x, = y} is a path joining them, then the sequence of 
triangles UF!l T,i,Xi+2 has the desired overlap property and so U is strongly- 
triangulated. El 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G1, G*, . . . , G,, be finite, connected graphs none of 
which contain a subgraph isomorphic to a four-cycle. Let R be a retract of 
nrCl Gi = Gl X G’. Since G1 coutains no four-cycles then by Lemma 7 every cycle 
of G1 transfers in G’. It follows from Lemma 9 that there are subgraphs S of G,, 
T of G’ such that S x T is a retract of R and T is a retract of G’ or there is an 
edge preserving map f from S to S with &,(a, f(a)) = 1 for all a in S. If the 
former then induct on the number of factors in the product. Therefore assume 
that the latter case holds. 
Let j, k be the least integers so that f’(S) =f”‘(S) = S’. Now if a, b E S’ are 
adjacent with f(a) # b and f(b) #a then the induced subgraph {a, b, f(a), f(b)} 
contains a four-cycle. Therefore either f(a) = 6 or f(b) = a and because f is 
one-to-one S’ cannot contain any vertices of degree three Lnd must be either a 
cycle or an edge. It is easy to check that the map t from S x T to S’ X T defined 
bY @9x) = (f’( a ) x 1 ) is a retraction map and therefore S’ x T is a retract of G’. 
The same argument applied to Gz gives a retract S’ x S’ X T’ of R, S’ E Gl, 
S’s G2, T’ E J& Gi where each of S’, S’ is a cycle or an edge. 
Claim 1, If S’ = {a, b), then {a} x S” x T’ is a retract of S x T. 
Proof. We shall define a map g from S’ x S’ x T’ to {a} x S” x T’. If S’= {x, y) 
then define g by for all z E T’ &a, x, z) = (a: x, z j, g(a, y, z) = (a, y, z), 
g(b, x, zj = (a, y, s)j gQb, y, z) T (a, x, z). The map g is clearly a retraction map. 
If S”= {co, Cl, ” . . , c,), then define g by g(~, ci, Z) = (P, ci, Z) and g(b, Ci’ Z) = 
( a, Ci+l, z). Again, it is easy to verify that this is a retraction map. Cl 
If S’ is a cycle and S’ is an edge then interchanging the labels of G1 and G2 
leads to the case just covered. If S’ = (a*, al, . . . , a,_,} is an even cycle then 
the map g from S’ x T to (a,, aI} x T’, defined by 
if i is odd, 
if i is even, 
is a retraction map. The resulting situation is covered in Claim’ I. 
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claim 2. Let S’ = (q,, Q~, e . . , uti} and S” = {b,, bI, . . . , bp} be the smallest 
cycles in GI and G2, respectively, then {Q) x S” x T’ is a retract of S’ x S” x T’. 
f. Define a map g from S’ X S” X T’ to {a,) X S” X T’ by g(Ui, bj, t) = 
(uo,6,,r), where q=j+i (modp+l), i<m+l and q=j+2(m+f) 
(mod p + I), i 3 m += 1. The map is :he identity on jq,j x S” x T’. It foliows 
immediately that the map is edge-preserving. 0 
fz thus:: cases xe now have {a@} x T as a retract of S x T but this implies that T 
is a retract of & Gi and the theorem now follows by induction on the number of 
factors. 0 
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